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Abstract

We consider the landing slot problem formulated by Schummer and Vohra(2013), which

is concerned with reallocating landing slots to airlines in inclement weather. Schummer

and Abizada(2016) introduce Deferred Acceptance with Self-Optimization(DASO) rules

and show that these rules are individually rational, non-wasteful, non-manipulable via

weights, and non-manipulable by slot hiding. However, they are harmfully manipula-

ble by intentional flights delay and not Pareto-efficient. We show that non-harmful-

manipulability by intentional flights delay of these rules can be achieved by restricting

the priority structure. We also show that they are Pareto-efficient if and only if all flight

weights are identical for any given airline.

1. Introduction

When the weather becomes inclement, airports have to reschedule the assign-

ment of flights into the landing slots. However, after the rescheduling, it is possible

that flight cancelations take place, newly vacating some of landing slots. In this

situation of excess resources, a centralized planner(e.g. Federal Aviation Admin-

istration(FAA) in the U.S.) has to reallocate slots to airlines properly.

Schummer and Vohra(2013) study the current reallocating algorithm(the Com-

pression algorithm) and show that it is weakly non-manipulable by intentional

flights delay but manipulable by slot destruction. Moreover, it does not return

a landing schedule in the weak core. So, they propose a new algorithm(the

TradeCycle algorithm) based on the Top Trading Cycle algorithm(Shapley and

Scarf(1974)). It is weakly non-manipulable by intentional flights delay and returns

1This work was supported by the BK21Plus Program(Future-oriented innovative brain rais-
ing type, 21B20130000013) funded by the Ministry of Education(MOE, Korea) and National
Research Foundation of Korea(NRF)
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a landing schedule in the weak core. However, it is vulnerable to the intentional

slot destruction.

Schummer and Abizada(2016) extend this problem to complete airline prefer-

ences by adopting the weight structure. They focus on three manipulabilities in

landing slot problems and prove that deferred acceptance with self-optimization(henceforth

DASO) rules which are based on the well known deferred acceptance algorithm(Gale

and Shapley(1962)) are non-manipulable via weights, non-manipulable by slot hid-

ing. Furthermore, they are individually rational and non-wasteful. However, they

are manipulable by intentional flights delay and not Pareto-efficient.

Recovering drawbacks of the deferred acceptance algorithm based rules has been

studied in various literatures. Ergin(2002) defines the cycle in the priority structure

and prove that the deferred acceptance algorithm based rule is Pareto-efficient

and group strategyproof if and only if there is no cycle in the priority structure.

Kesten(2012) adopts the concept of the cycle to school choice problems. He shows

that the student-optimal stable mechanism(SOSM) which is based on the deferred

acceptance algorithm is immune to manipulation via capacities if and only if the

priority structure is acyclical.

This paper also adopts the concept of the cycle but the acyclicity condition

has to be redefined since the model of landing slot problems differs from those of

Ergin(2002) and Kesten(2012). In this paper, we modify the definition of cycle(We

call the priority structure acyclical if it has no cycle).

We also introduce non-harmful-manipulability which is the weakened version of

non-manipulability. It requires a rule to be robust to the harmful manipulation by

intentional flights delay. The word ”harmful” means that while an airline profitably

manipulate an earlist arrival time of its flights, it results in another airline to be

ousted from a slot to a later one.

We show that DASO rules are non-harmfully-manipulable by intentional flights

delay if and only if the priority structure is acyclical. However, acyclicity alone

cannot fully achieve non-manipulability by intentional flights delay. To do so, a

condition on the weight structure also has to be imposed. It is that the maximum

weight ratios(MWR) are close enough to 1 for all airlines. We show that if the

priority structure is acyclical, then DASO rules are non-manipuable by intentional

flights delay if and only if MWR are close enough to 1 for all airlines.

Finally, we also show that, to achieve Pareto-efficiency, we have to impose a
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stricter condition to the weight structure: MWR have to be equal to 1 for all

airlines, i.e., for any given airline, all flights must have an identical weight.

Section 2 explains the formal model, including definitions, properties and the

DASO algorithm. Results are explained in Section 3 and summarized and debated

in Section 4.

2. Model

2.1 Definitions

There is a finite set of landing slots S = {1, 2, 3, . . . , |S|} and labels of these slots

are representations of its time: e.g. slot 2 is two units of time earlier than slot 4.

There is a finite set of airlines A and each airline A ∈ A has its own finite set of

flights FA. Denote the set of all flights by F . Flights must be owned by exactly

one airline, i.e. there are no two distinct airlines A,B ∈ A such that FA ∩FB �= ∅.
We assume that |F | ≤ |S| since all flights must be assigned to exactly one slot.

The earliest arrival time of flight f ∈ FA is denoted by ef ∈ S. All flights can be

assigned to a slot s only if ef ≤ s. Note that f cannot be assigned to s′ such that

s′ < ef because f will not arrive at the time of s′. We say s is feasible for f and

s′ is infeasible for f .

Each flight f ∈ FA has a weight wf > 0 meaning the cost incurred by one unit

of time in the air: e.g. if f is moved down from slot 2 to slot 5, then f has to

stay in the air 3 units of time longer. Hence, the increase of the total cost for the

airline owning f is 3wf . We define wmin
A = minf∈FA

wf and wmax
A = maxf∈FA

wf .

We also define the maximum weight ratio of an airline A(denoted by MWRA) as
wmax

A

wmin
A

. Consequently, we have MWRA ≥ 1.

A landing schdule is an injective function Π : F → S such that Π(f) ≥ ef , for

all f ∈ F . A slot ownership function is Φ : S → A such that for each A ∈ A and

each f ∈ FA ⇒ Φ(Π(f)) = A. We say a pair (Π,Φ) is an assignment, and (Π0,Φ0)

is an initial assignment.

We now define the preference relation of airlines over landing schedules. Given a

weight structure (wf )F , for all landing schedules Π,Π
′ : Π 
w

A Π′ ⇔ ∑
f∈FA

wf (Π(f)−
Π′(f)) ≤ 0.

An instance I = (S,A, (FA)A, (ef )F , (wf )F ,Π
0,Φ0) summarizes our model.

A rule(rescheduling rule) ϕ is a function associates each instance I to a landing

schedule Π. ϕf (I) is a slot a flight f is assigned to under I.
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2.2 Properties

The basic goal of any rules in landing slot problem is preventing the waste of

vacant landing slots. However, it does not mean that we have to fill out all of slots.

We only want to fully utilize desirable vacant slots. If there are no airlines want

to use a vacant slot, we may let it unfiled. This is the non-wastefulness property.

The formal definition of non-wastefulness follows:

A rule ϕ is non-wasteful if for each instance I = (S,A, (FA)A, (ef )F , (wf )F ,Π
0,Φ0)

there is no flight f ∈ F and no slot s ∈ S such that (i) ef ≤ s < ϕf (I) and (ii)

there is no g ∈ F \ {f} such that ϕg(I) = s.

Though non-wastefulness is a reasonable base of efficiency of rules, we might

think of stronger notion of efficiency. It is Pareto-efficiency. Schummer and

Abizada(2016) prove that DASO rules which will be explained in the next sub-

section are not Pareto-efficient. We show how to achieve it in section 3. Before

that, note first the following formal definition of Pareto-efficiency.

A rule ϕ isPareto-efficient if for each instance I = (S,A, (FA)A, (ef )F , (wf )F ,Π
0,Φ0)

there is no landing schedule Π′ such that (i) for all A ∈ A,Π′ 
w
A ϕ(I), and (ii) for

some A ∈ A,Π′ �w
A ϕ(I).

Schummer and Abizada(2016) consider three incentives in landing slots prob-

lems. We can envision airlines misreporting earliest arrival times or weights of

their flights to reduce their costs, in other words, to attain more favorable set of

slots. Furthermore they can destruct or hide their vacant slots to be better off.

Schummer and Abizada(2016) show that DASO rules are robust to those manip-

ulations except the manipulation by misreporting earliest arrival times. Though

there are 2 kinds of misreporting earliest arrival times, i.e. misreporting the time

to be earlier of later, we only consider misreporting the earliest arrival time to be

delayed. The reason for not considering the contrary misreporting is that even

in the case that misreporting airline succeeds to get earlier slot, this misreporting

will be revealed since the flight will not arrive at that earlier time. The formal

definition of manipulability by intentional flights delay follows.

A rule ϕ is manipulable by intentional flights delay if, there is

I = (S,A, (FA)A, (ef )F , (wf )F ,Π
0,Φ0), A ∈ A, F ′

A ⊂ FA and (e′f )F ′
A

> (ef )F ′
A

such that A gains from delaying f ∈ F ′
A to e′f , i.e., ϕ(I(ef )F ′

A
→(e′f )F ′

A

) �w
A ϕ(I)

where I(ef )F ′
A
→(e′f )F ′

A

≡ (S,A, (FA)A, ((e′f )F ′
A
, (eg)F\F ′

A
), (wf )F ,Π

0,Φ0).
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A rule ϕ is non-manipulable by intentional flights delay if it is not manip-

ulable by intentional flights delay.

Since the FAA explicitly granted the right of slots for airlines(JO 7210.3Y, Fa-

cility Operation and Administration, Section 17-9-5 ), they can swap their flights

among the set of slots they attained under the rules. Given two flights with same

earlist arrival time, it is plausible that the owner airline wants to move up the

flight with bigger weight and move down the flight with less weight to reduce the

total cost. Our model also assumes that airlines reallocate their fights within the

attained set of slots to minimize the total cost and it is formally defined as below.

An assignment (Π,Φ) is self-optimized for instance I if there exists no airline

A and no landing schedule Π′ such that both (i) Π′ �w
A Π and (ii) Π′(f) ∈ Φ−1(A)

for all f ∈ FA. We say a landing schedule Π is self-optimized if it is a part of self-

optimized assignment (Π,Φ) for some Φ. A rule ϕ is self-optimized if it always

outputs a self-optimized landing schedule.

2.3 DASO rules

We need to introduce a choice function before defining Deferred Acceptance with

Self Optimization(DASO) rules. At each step of DASO rules, airlines propose to

a set of slots. Choice functions determine exactly to which set of slots airlines will

propose.

Definition 1 Fix an instance I, airline A, and set T ⊆ S such that A’s flights can

be feasibly assigned within T . A’s choice function CA(T ) over such sets T ⊆ S

is the output of the following algorithm

• Following the initial order, assign flights sequentially to the earliest slot in T

that each flight can feasibly use.(break ties randomly)

• Denote the set of occupied slots CA(T ) ⊆ T.

Schummer and Abizada(2016) introduce a class of rules based on the deferred

acceptance algorithm. In this class, each rule exploits a priority structure. A

priority structure gives each slot s a linear priority over A. We denote a priority

of each slot and a priority structure by �s and (�s)s∈S, respectively. To guarantee

the initial slot ownership of airlines, we assume that a priority structure satisfie
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the following condition: each slot assigns the top priority to the initial owner of it,

i.e. for each s ∈ S, Φ0(s) �s A for all A ∈ A \ {Φ0(s)}.

Definition 2 For a priority structure � over A, the DASO rule with respect to

� associates with every instance the landing schedule computed with the following

algorithm.

Step k = 1, : Each airlne A proposes to CA(S). Each slot s tentatively accepts

the offer of its highest ranked proposer under �s and rejects others.

Step k ≥ 2, : If there were no rejections in the previous step, proceed to Self-

optimization step. Otherwise, each airline A proposes to CA(S \T k−1) where T k−1

is a set of slots which had rejected A until step k − 1. Each slot s tentatively

accepts the offer of its highest ranked proposers under �s among the airlines it

accepted at step k − 1 and new proposers.

Self-optimazation step : For each airline A, assign A’s flights to the slots who

accepted its proposal in the previous step so that the resulting landing schedule is

self-optimized. (Break ties following the initial relative order.)

We will denote the rule that associates to each I the DASO algorithm outcome

by ϕD and call them DASO rules.

3. Results

There are two more concepts to be defined before we move to results. The first

one is about how to compare sets of slots. It is straightforward that a slot with

smaller number is earlier than one with bigger number and a slot with bigger

number is lagged than one with smaller number. Then, how can we compare two

sets of slots, not two slots? The answer for this question is the definition 3. The

second one is cycle. If the priority structure has no cycle, then we say that it is

acyclical. Acyclicity is needed to be satisfied to prevent airlines from getting some

earlier slot by intentionally delaying their flights. We show that if there is cycle,

then airlines merely get the same or lagged set of slots by intentional flights delay.

Definition 3 Let T, U ⊂ S be subsets of S such that T = {s1, s2, . . . , sn}, s1 <

s2 < . . . sn and U = {s′1, s′2, . . . , s′n}, s′1 < s′2 < . . . s′n. If si ≤ s′i for all i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , n} and sj < s′j for some j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, then we say T is earlier than

U(U is lagged than T ) and denote it by T < U . If T < U or T = U , then denote

it by T ≤ U. If neither T ≤ U nor U ≤ T holds, then we say T � U or U � T.
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Definition 4 A cycle consists of A1, . . . , Am, Ā1, Ā2, . . . , Āl ∈ A and distinct

s1, . . . , sm, s̄1, s̄2, . . . , s̄l ∈ S such that

i) A1 �sm Am �sm−1 Am−1 �sm−2 · · · �s2 A2 �s1 A1, sm < sm−1 < · · · < s2 < s1

for some m ≥ 2,

ii) A1 �s̄1 Ā1 �s̄2 Ā2 �s̄3 · · · �s̄l Āl ≺s1 A1, sk < s̄1 < s̄2 < · · · < s̄l < s1 for

some 2 ≤ k ≤ m,

iii) if s̄i < sj < s̄i+1 for some i ∈ {1, . . . , l − 1}, then Aj �sj Āi and if sj > s̄l,

then Aj �sj Āl, and

iv) if sj < s̄i < sj−1 for some j ∈ {2, . . . ,m}, then Āi �s̄i Aj.

We write a priority structure is acyclical if it has no cycle.

As Schummer and Abizada(2016) prove, DASO rules are non-wasteful. This

result is essential for proving the later theorm.

Lemma 1 DASO rules are non-wasteful.

We now show if the priority structure is acyclical, then any intentional flights

delay under the DASO rules result in merely the lagged set of slots. Furthermore,

the converse also holds.

Lemma 2 Let SA = {s ∈ S : s = ϕD
f (I) for some f ∈ FA} and S ′

A = {s ∈ S : s =

ϕD
f (I

′) for some f ∈ FA}. The priority structure is acyclical if and only if for all I,

A ∈ A, F ′
A ⊂ FA and (e′f )F ′

A
> (ef )F ′

A
, SA ≤ S ′

A.

Proof. (⇒) We show the claim by contraposition. Suppose that for some I,

A ∈ A, F ′
A ⊂ FA and (e′f )F ′

A
> (ef )F ′

A
, SA � S ′

A. In other words, for some I, A

can attain si > s′i by intentional flights delay. Since s′i is still the ith slot in S ′
A,

it is not attained by delaying an flight which was assigned earlier than s′i. Hence

it is attained by a flight f which was assigned later than s′i in SA. Without loss

of generality, say A = A1 and s′i = s1. Since f could not attain s1 under I but

could under I ′, there exists another airline A2 ∈ A \ {A1} such that A2 �s1 A1.

A1 attaining s1 under I ′ implies that A2 do not propose to s1 under I ′. Hence A2

attains s2 such that s2 < s1 instead of s1 under I ′. However, A2 could not attain

s2 under I which implies that there exists A3 ∈ A \ {A2} such that A3 �s2 A2.

Since the number of slots and flights are finite, this process has to end at some

finite step. So, we may assume that this process end at step m < ∞. Now,
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let us consider sm and Am. Since Am could not attain sm under I, there exists

A∗ ∈ A \ {Am} such that A∗ �sm Am.

We claim that A∗ is the intentional flights delaying airline, i.e., A∗ = A1. If A∗

truly reports, the only way to prevent A∗ from proposing to sm is that A∗ attains

a slot earlier than sm instead of it. But it contradicts that m is the last step of the

process. Hence A∗ has to propose to s′ such that s′ > sm instead of sm under I ′.

The only possible explanation for A∗ to do so is that A∗ is not truly reporting i.e.,

intentional delaying, hence A∗ = A1. Therefore we have A1 �sm Am. Now we have

A1 �sm Am �sm−1 Am−1 . . . �s2 A2 �s1 A1 and sm < sm−1 < · · · < s2 < s1(the

first condition of cycle).

A1 intentionally delays a flight from sm to a later slot, say s̄1. If s̄1 > s1 , then

s1 becomes the i− 1th slot of airline A1 and it contradicts that s1 = s′i is ith slot

of A. Thus, we have sk−1 < s̄1 < sk for some 2 ≤ k ≤ m. Denote an airline which

receives s̄1 under I as Ā1. Since A1 attain s̄1 under I ′, we have A1 �s̄1 Ā1. Then

Ā1 has to propose to and will attain a later slot, say s̄2. Denote an airline which

receives s̄2 under I as Ā2. Since Ā1 attain s̄2 under I
′, we have Ā1 �s̄2 Ā2. At some

finite step l, Āl would be kicked out of s̄l and will propose to s1. Since A1 attains

s1 under I ′, Āl ≺s1 A1. Thus we have A1 �s̄1 Ā1 �s̄2 Ā2 �s̄3 · · · �s̄l Āl ≺s1 A1,

sk < s̄1 < s̄2 < · · · < s̄l < s1 for some 2 ≤ k ≤ m(the second condition of cycle).

If the third condition is not satisfied, Aj cannot obtain sj under I
′ since Āi would

propose to and obtain sj after being kicked out of s̄i which contradicts that Aj

attains sj under I ′.(If Aj cannot attains sj under I ′, then A1 cannot attains s1

under I ′ which is a contradiction.)

Finally, If the fourth condition is not satisfied, Āi cannot obtain s̄i under I since

Aj would propose to and obtain s̄i after being kicked out of sj which contradicts

that Āi attains s̄i under I.(If Ai cannot attains si under I
′, then A1 cannot attains

s1 under I ′ which is a contradiction.)

We now have a cycle in the priority structure.

(⇐) We also show the claim by contraposition. Suppose that the priority struc-

ture has a cycle. It suffices to show that for some I, A ∈ A, f ∈ FA, it is possible

to attain a set of slots S ′
A such that SA � S ′

A by intentionally delay a flight f from

ef to some e′f such that e′f > ef .

Suppose that we have the following schedule as an outcome of DASO rules. Note

that the priority structure has a cycle.
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For omitted slots earlier than s0, suppose that there exists a distinct airline B

which initially owns the slots(thus has the top priority of them) with flights having

exactly same earlist arrival time as each slot’s number. Then these slots will be

assigned to airline B and any other airlines would not be able to attain these slots

under the DASO rules. Note that there can be different examples we can show for

the counterexample. For example, s̄l can be placed lower than s2. However, we

can easily see that this kind of variation does not change the result.

Slot Flight Airline Earliest Priority
...

...
...

...
...

sm f1 A1 sm A1 �sm Am
...

...
...

...
...

sm−1 fm Am sm Am �sm−1 Am−1
...

...
...

...
...

s̄1 f1̄ Ā1 s̄1 A1 �s̄1 Ā1
...

...
...

...
...

s̄2 f2̄ Ā2 s̄2 Ā1 �s̄2 Ā2
...

...
...

...
...

s3 f4 A4 s4 A4 �s3 A3 �s3 Āl−1
...

...
...

...
...

s̄l fl̄ Āl s̄l Āl−1 �s̄l Āl �s̄l A3
...

...
...

...
...

s2 f3 A3 s3 A3 �s2 A2 �s2 Āl
...

...
...

...
...

s1 f2 A2 s2 A2 �s1 A1 �s1 Āl
...

...
...

...
...

s0 f1 A1 s1 -
...

...
...

...
...
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Let A1 intentionally delay its flight f1 from sm to s̄1. Then, in the resulting

landing schedule DASO rules yield, we can see that A1 attains a set of slots,

S ′
A1

= {s̄1, s1} in which one slot down and one slot up compared with the set of

slots, SA1 = {sm, s0} it receives with true reporting. Hence, SA � S ′
A. The proof

completes.

�

We now introduce a new type of manipulation. Needless to say, frustrating all

kinds of manipulations is a desirable property. However, when it is too difficult to

achieve it, we can think of a weaker alternative property of rules. In that context,

we introduce non-harmful-manipulability by intentional flights delay. Rules which

are non-harmfully-manipulable by intentional flights delay prevent airlines from

profitably and intentionally delay its flights resulting in another airline pushed

back to the later slot.

Definition 5 A rule ϕ is harmfully manipulable by intentional flights delay

if, there is I = (S,A, (FA)A, (ef )F , (wf )F ,Π
0,Φ0), A,B ∈ A, F ′

A ⊂ FA, g ∈ FB

and (e′f )F ′
A
> (ef )F ′

A
such that i) ϕ(I ′) �w

A ϕ(I), ii) ϕg(I
′) > ϕg(I) where I ′ =

I(ef )F ′
A
→(e′f )F ′

A

. A rule ϕ is non-harmfully-manipulable by intentional flights

delay if it is not harmfully manipulable by intentional flights delay.

Theorem 1 The priority structure is acyclical if and only if DASO rules are

non-harmfully-manipulable by intentional flights delay.

Proof. (⇒) Suppose not. Then DASO rules are harmfully manipulable by in-

tentional flights delay, i.e., there is I = (S,A, (FA)A, (ef )F , (wf )F ,Π
0,Φ0), A,B ∈

A, F ′
A ⊂ FA, g ∈ FB and (e′f )F ′

A
> (ef )F ′

A
such that i) ϕD(I ′) �w

A ϕD(I), ii)

ϕD
g (I

′) > ϕD
g (I) where I ′ = I(ef )F ′

A
→(e′f )F ′

A

.

By lemma 2, for all I, A ∈ A, F ′
A ⊂ FA and (e′f )F ′

A
> (ef )F ′

A
, SA ≤ S ′

A.

Case 1) If SA = S ′
A, then

∑
f∈FA

wf (ϕ
D
f (I)−ϕD

f (I
′)) = 0 by self-optimization. It

contradicts to ϕD(I ′) �w
A ϕD(I).

Case 2) If SA < S ′
A, then by definition there exists i such that si ∈ SA, s

′
i ∈ S ′

A

and si < s′i. Without loss of generality, suppose that s′i ∈ SB. Since A attained s′i
under I ′, B has to attain another slot s′ instead of s′i, i.e., B attains s′ such that

either s′ < s′i instead of s′i under I
′ or s′ > s′i instead of s′i under I

′.
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Case 2.1) If B attains s′ such that s′ > s′i instead of s′i under I
′, then A �s′i B.

Suppose that A assigns f ∈ FA such that ϕD
f (I) < s′i to s′i under I ′. By the

assumption, ϕD(I ′) �w
A ϕD(I). By keeping the ordering of flights in ϕD(I ′), reallo-

cate flights in SA. Then this schedule Π is better for A than ϕD(I), contradicting

the self-optimization. Hence A assigns g ∈ FA such that ϕD
g (I) > s′i and eg ≤ s′i

to s′i. It implies that A had proposed to s′i under I but rejected. Since B attained

s′i while A failed to, B �s′i A. A contradiction to A �s′i B.

Case 2.2) Suppose that B attains s′ such that s′ < s′i instead of s′i under I ′.

There is C1 ∈ A \ {A} such that there is h ∈ FC1 such that ϕD
h (I

′) > ϕD
h (I) by

the assumption. Since C1 is kicked out of ϕD
h (I)(= s̄1) under I ′, there must be

some other airline C2 ∈ A \ {C1} which attains the slot under I ′. If C2 attains a

slot later than s̄1 under I, then there exists a contradiction between the priority

C1 and C2 at the slot(i.e., C1 �s̄1 C2 and C2 �s̄1 C1). So, C2 attains a slot earlier

than s̄1 instead of it under I. Let us call that earlier slot s̄2 < s̄1. Similarly, we

have a finite set of airlines and slots in this manner. Let the last airline and slot

to be Cn and s̄n. Since we assume that n is the last step, Cn = A and s̄n−1 = s′i.

This implies that Cn−1 = B. However, it contradicts to the assumption that B

attains earlier slot s′ instead of s′i.

(⇐) We show the claim by contraposition. Suppose that the priority structure

has a cycle. By lemma 2, there exists an I and an airline A1 which obtains a set

of slots in which one slot down and one slot up by intentional flights delay. And

we can see that Āl is kicked out of a slot it attains under I and obtain a later slot

under I ′ which means that A1’s manipulation is harmful. Suppose that A1 moves

up m slots and moves down n slots. Additionally, we may suppose that moving

up flights has a weight more than n
m

times bigger than the weight of moving down

flight. Then A1 harmfully manipulates by intentional flights delay thus the proof

completes.

�
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To fully prevent manipulation by intentional flights delay, we need to restrict

not only a priority structure but also a weight structure. In the following Theorem

2, we only consider when |S| > 2 since it is obviously impossible for airlines to

manipulate by intentional flights delay when |S| ≤ 2.

Theorem 2 Let the priority structure be acyclical and |S| > 2. Then MWRA ∈
[1, |S|−1

|S|−2
] for each A ∈ A if and only if DASO rules are non-manipulable by inten-

tional flights delay.

Proof. (⇒) By lemma 2, for all I, A ∈ A, f ∈ FA and e′f > ef , SA ≤ S ′
A.

Case 1) If SA = S ′
A, then

∑
f∈FA

wf (ϕ
D
f (I)− ϕD

f (I
′)) = 0 by self-optimization.

Case 2) Now suppose that SA < S ′
A. If all flights f ∈ FA such that ϕD

f (I) = si are

assigned to s′i under I
′, then

∑
f∈FA

wf (ϕ
D
f (I) − ϕD

f (I
′)) < 0. Hence, there exists

F ′
A ⊂ FA such that for all f ∈ F ′

A, ϕ
D
f (I) = sk assigned to s′l such that l < k.

Then,
∑

f∈FA

wf (ϕ
D
f (I)− ϕD

f (I
′)) =

∑

f∈F ′
A

wf (ϕ
D
f (I)− ϕD

f (I
′)) +

∑

f∈FA\F ′
A

wf (ϕ
D
f (I)− ϕD

f (I
′))

≤ wmax
A (|S| − 2) + wmin

A (1− |S|)
≤ 0,

since MWRA ≤ |S|−1
|S|−2

. Hence, for all cases, DASO rules are not manipulable by

intentional flights delay.

(⇐) We show the claim by contraposition. Suppose that MWRA > |S|−1
|S|−2

and

consider the following instance with acyclical priority structure.

Slot Flight Airline Earliest Weight
1 a1 A 1 wmin

A

2 b2 B 1 1
3 b3 B 3 1
4 a4 A 2 wmax

A

1 2 3 4
A B B A
B A A B

DASO rules yield the outcome which is same as the inital assginment.

Now, consider the airline A intentionally delay flight a1 from 1 to 2. Then the

possible best schedule for A is

12



Slot Flight Airline Earliest Weight
1 b2 B 1 1
2 a4 A 2 wmax

A

3 b3 B 3 1
4 a1 A 2 wmin

A

Then,

∑

f∈FA

wf (ϕ
D
f (I)− ϕD

f (I
′)) = wmax

A (4− 2) + wmin
A (1− 4)

= 2wmax
A − 3wmin

A

> 0,

since MWRA =
wmax

A

wmin
A

> 4−1
4−2

= 3
2
.

Thus DASO rules are manipuable by intentional flights delay. The proof com-

pletes.

�
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To achieve Pareto-efficiency, we need stronger condition on weight structure sat-

isfied. It is that for all airlines, MWR has to be equal to exactly 1. As to be

proven below, it is a sufficient and necessary condition.

Theorem 3 DASO rules are Pareto-efficient if and only if for all airlines A ∈ A,

MWRA = 1.

Proof. (⇐) Suppose to the contrary that there is a landing schedule Π′ such

that (i) for all A ∈ A,Π′ 
w
A ϕD(I) and (ii) for some A ∈ A,Π′ �w

A ϕD(I).

In other words, for all A ∈ A,
∑

f∈FA
(ϕD

f (I) − Π′(f)) ≥ 0 and for some A ∈
A,

∑
f∈FA

(ϕD
f (I)−Π′(f)) > 0. Hence, by summing two inequalities,

∑
f∈F (ϕ

D
f (I)−

Π′(f)) > 0. It is a contradiction to lemma 1, i.e. non-wastefulness of DASO rules.

(Note that all non-wasteful fules are Pareto-efficient if for all airlines A ∈ A,

MWRA = 1.)

(⇒) We show the claim by contraposition. Consider the example below.

Slot Flight Airline Earliest Weight
1 vacant A
2 f A 1 wf

3 b3 B 1 1
4 vacant B
5 b5 B 4 1
6 g A 4 wg

1 2 3 4 5 6
A A B B B A
B B A A A B

DASO rules yield the below schedule.

Slot Flight Airline Earliest Weight
1 f A 1 wf

2 b3 B 1 1
3 vacant
4 b5 B 4 1
5 g A 4 wg

6 vacant

However, it is Pareto dominated by the below schedule for all wg > wf , hence

for all MWRA > 1.
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Slot Flight Airline Earliest Weight
1 b3 B 1 1
2 f A 1 wf

3 vacant
4 g A 4 wg

5 b5 B 4 1
6 vacant

�

4. Conclusion

Our results show that, to fully achieve non-manipulability by intentional flights

delay, we need to restrict the weight structure in addition to the priority struc-

ture. However, we have to restrict only the priority structure for achieving non-

harmful-manipulability by intentional flights delay. Even though non-harmful-

manipulability by intentional flights delay is weaker than non-manipulability by

intentional flights delay, the condition to achieve it is much more viable. More-

over, requiring rules to be robust to only harmful manipulations is reasonable,

since non-harmful-manipulations does not make any other airlines worse off. To

achieve Pareto-efficiency, we have to restricte the weight structure fairly strictly.
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